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Abstract
Within the HMM state mapping-based cross-lingual speaker
adaptation framework, the minimum Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence criterion has been typically employed to measure the
similarity of two average voice state distributions from two re-
spective languages for state mapping construction. Consider-
ing that this simple criterion doesn’t take any language-specific
information into account, we propose a data-driven, phono-
logical knowledge guided approach to strengthen the mapping
construction – state distributions from the two languages are
clustered according to broad phonetic categories using deci-
sion trees and mapping rules are constructed only within each
of the clusters. Objective evaluation of our proposed approach
demonstrates reduction of mel-cepstral distortion and that map-
ping rules derived from a single training speaker generalize to
other speakers, with subtle improvement being detected during
subjective listening tests.
Index Terms: phonological knowledge, minimum generation
error, cross-lingual speaker adaptation, HMM-based TTS

1. Introduction
The language barrier is an important hurdle to overcome in or-
der to facilitate better communication between people across the
globe. Real-time automated speech-to-speech translation is a
technology that could provide means to bridge the gap between
languages, thus it is an important research topic. One com-
ponent technology of speech-to-speech translation is speaker
adaptation for speech synthesis, which would enable translated
speech to be produced with a user’s input voice characteristics.

HMM-based speech synthesis lends itself particularly well
to speech-to-speech translation since it includes a range of
speaker adaptation algorithms that centre around the so-called
average voice paradigm [1]. In the context of speech-to-speech
translation, we generally use the term cross-lingual speaker
adaptation, which essentially means adapting the voice iden-
tity of average voice models to that of given adaptation data in
a different language to that of the average voice models.

State mapping for cross-lingual speaker adaptation is per-
formed by taking average voice models trained in the input
(adaptation) and target (synthesis) languages and finding the
closest matching states between the two models. Since the
HMM state mapping technique was introduced [2], the min-
imum Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) criterion has been
typically employed to establish this mapping. This purely data-
driven criterion, though working acceptably well for cross-
lingual speaker adaptation [3, 4], may not always produce
meaningful state mapping rules especially when the two lan-
guages are quite distinct in terms of phonology.

In this work we propose to introduce phonological knowl-
edge into the above-mentioned state mapping method. Our
key idea is classifying average voice state distributions from
two languages into phonologically constrained clusters and then
constructing mapping rules only within each of the clusters. We
achieve this by decision tree based clustering [5]. Sub-optimal
phonological constraints (i.e. questions for node splitting) are
discovered using a small set of bilingual development data, on
which resulting state distribution clusters maximally provide
improvement to cross-lingual speaker adaptation in terms of
mel-cepstral distortion. In this paper we evaluate the effective-
ness of our proposed method as well as the generality of the
optimal set of mapping rules found for a particular speaker.

2. Current Mapping Construction Method
We call the language a target speaker speaks in adaptation data
“input language (Lin)” and the language in which speech is syn-
thesized “output language (Lout)”. The state of the art of cross-
lingual speaker adaptation is presented in [3], where each aver-
age voice state distribution from some language and its closest
match from another language in terms of minimum KLD con-
stitute a mapping rule. It was shown that the mapping could be
performed as transform mapping (from each state in Lout to a
state in Lin) or data mapping (from each state in Lin to a state in
Lout). In this paper we present state mapping from the data map-
ping perspective since our previous analysis [4, 6] has shown a
preference for this approach, though it may equally generalise
to transform mapping as well. We also concentrate on adapta-
tion of spectral features where mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) is
employed as the objective measure.

In data mapping, adaptation data in Lin is associated with
average voice state distributions of Lout. Then cross-lingual
speaker adaptation is carried out in the intra-lingual manner.
Our previous work showed the role that phonological mismatch
between languages played in cross-lingual adaptation perfor-
mance, hence it is natural to question the optimality of the mini-
mum KLD criterion for state mapping, since it doesn’t take into
account any language-specific knowledge. To test the optimal-
ity of the minimum KLD criterion, we repeated the data map-
ping experiments in [6] as a preliminary examination – adapting
an English average voice model with 100 Mandarin adaptation
utterances in speaker MMh’s voice (see Section 4 for MMh),
but using mapping rules defined by the k-th best match in Lout.

We evaluated for ten values of k in turn and calculated cor-
responding MCD measurements. Results in Table 1 show that
while KLD does generally increase with increasing k, this is
only apparent for k>5. This suggests that while KLD is an
effective measure, there may also exist additional latent factors
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k MCD (dB) k MCD (dB)
1 7.67 10 7.76
2 7.64 20 7.98
3 7.64 30 8.16
4 7.64 40 8.38
5 7.80 50 8.48

Table 1: Results under the k-th best minimum KLD criterion for
data mapping cross-lingual speaker adaptation

that may be combined with KLD to achieve more effective map-
ping. In particular, the introduction of additional knowledge
based on our understanding of the two languages’ phonology
may be used to guide the mapping.

3. Phonological Knowledge Guided State
Mapping Construction

3.1. Basic idea

The minimum KLD criterion is used to construct mapping rules
between average voice state distributions of context-dependent
phones in Lin and Lout, but without taking into account our
knowledge of their underlying phone categories. It can be seen
that this approach could potentially lead to mapping rules that
make little sense at the phone level (for instance, an Lin vowel
state mapped to an Lout plosive state). Therefore we propose to
introduce phonological knowledge in order to avoid such map-
pings from occurring. Specifically, we propose to classify av-
erage voice state distributions from Lin and Lout into phono-
logically constrained clusters such that mapping rules are con-
structed under the minimum KLD criterion, but only within
each of these phonologically constrained clusters. Hence a state
gets mapped to its phonologically similar states only.

3.2. Data-driven fashion for state classification

The challenge is to derive phonologically constrained clusters
in a data-driven manner since it has been previously observed
that purely knowledge-based approaches are not effective [7].
As a result, we employ decision tree-based state clustering in a
similar fashion to cluster well-trained state distributions of Lin
and Lout average voice models. Each leaf node of the decision
trees is a phonologically constrained cluster.

3.2.1. Question design

Out of hundreds of phonetic and prosodic contexts used in
HMM-base speech synthesis, the most important ones for spec-
trum are generally considered to be the triphone part – left
phoneme (“L-”), central phoneme (“C-”) and right phoneme
(“R-”). Consequently, we consider the triphone contexts as the
essential factors for clustering of average voice state distribu-
tions of Lin and Lout and create seven phoneme classes based
on articulation manners that are commonly shared across our
Lin and Lout – silence, vowel, plosive, fricative, affricate, ap-
proximant and nasal. Thus, we have a total of 21 questions
for decision tree-based state clustering. A state distribution is
considered to be a member of a phoneme class if any context-
dependent phone to which it is tied belongs to this class, conse-
quently, a state may have membership to multiple classes.

3.2.2. Question selection criterion for each node

Utterances from one or more speakers are selected as devel-
opment data, which has no intersection with training data of
average voice models, adaptation data or test data. Minimum

generation error (MGE) [8] is used as the question selection cri-
terion for each node. In order to find the best split for a nodeX,
average voice state distributions belonging to X are clustered
according to each question and the improvement is found by:
(i) recalculating mapping rules between Lin and Lout based on
each of the possible node splits; (ii) performing cross-lingual
speaker adaptation in the data mapping fashion [4] with these
newly formed mapping rules in X and all the existent ones in
the rest untouched leaf nodes; and (iii) calculating the MCD
change on held-out development data. The question producing
the best improvement is selected for splitting node X eventu-
ally. The overall procedure is summarised below:

1. FormN root nodes by pooling all average voice
state distributions from Lin and Lout for each of
theN states, where N is the number of emitting
states per HMM.

2. Find the next non-terminal leaf node across the
N trees in the manner of breadth-first search.

3. Find the best split for this leaf node under the
MGE criterion. If either of the following condi-
tions is true it is considered a terminal leaf node,
otherwise the node is split according to the se-
lected question:

(a) One or both children contain state distri-
butions from only one language;

(b) The best split produces an MCD reduction
less than threshold εΔMCD (εΔMCD>0).

4. Go back to Step 2 or stop growing the decision
trees when all leaf nodes are terminal leaves.

MGE is a time-consuming optimization criterion [8],
nonetheless, there are merely 21 questions in all, thus, the
computational cost is still manageable. As a post-process, the
proposed method degenerates into the purely minimum KLD
criterion-based approach if it ends up with no node being split
(i.e. no phonologically constrained clusters created).

4. Experiments and Analysis
We trained two average voice, single Gaussian-per-state syn-
thesis models on the corpora Speecon (12.3 hours in Mandarin
as Lin) and WSJ-SI84 (15.0 hours in English as Lout), respec-
tively, in the HTS-2007 framework [9]. The HMM topology
used was five-state (i.e. N=5) and left-to-right with no skip.
Speech features were 39th-order STRAIGHT [10] mel-cepstra,
logF0, five-dimensional band aperiodicity, and their delta and
delta-delta coefficients, extracted from 16kHz recordings with a
window shift of 5ms. All the following cross-lingual adaptation
experiments were performed on these two average voice mod-
els, using the CSMAPLR [11] algorithm for speaker adaptation
and global variances calculated on adaptation data for synthesis.

4.1. Speakers and speech data

Two male (MM3 and MM6) and two female (MF2 and MF7)
speakers were selected from a bilingual corpus recorded in an
anechoic chamber [12]. One more male speaker, MMh, whose
voice was recorded in the same chamber, was also involved.
The five speakers read exactly the same prompts in both Man-
darin and English. MF2 was a truly bilingual speaker of Man-
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darin and English, and the remaining four were native Mandarin
speakers. MMh, MF7 and MM3 had reasonably natural English
accents but MM6’s English was strongly Mandarin-accented.
Therefore, only MF2, MMh, MF7 and MM3 were considered
as training speakers for our proposed approach.

Adaptation data of each of the five speakers consisted of
100 Mandarin utterances (files 0026∼0125). Development data
of each of the four training speakers consisted of 100 English ut-
terances (files 0026∼0125). Test data of each of the five speak-
ers consisted of 25 English utterances (files 0001∼0025).

4.2. Cross-lingual adaptation approaches

We conducted four groups of experiments (Lin = Mandarin,
Lout = English). Within each group, mapping rules of classi-
fied states for mel-cepstra were derived from one of the four
training speakers by means of our proposed method while those
for logF0, band aperiodicity and duration were still constructed
purely by the minimum KLD criterion. Then these mapping
rules were used for cross-lingual adaptation (all the four kinds
of parameters) of the English average voice for each of the four
remaining speakers. εΔMCD was set to 0.0005dB. Our baseline
system merely involved the minimum KLD criterion in con-
struction of mapping rules for all kinds of features.

In this study we only investigated global transform based
adaptation due to present computational demands of the MGE-
based decision tree construction. In addition, our previous study
[6] demonstrates that using regression class tree based adapta-
tion is detrimental to cross-lingual speaker adaptation. Hence,
we consider this as a topic for future work.

4.3. Objective evaluation

Original recordings of test data of the five speakers were force-
aligned using the English average voice models and speech
samples for objective evaluation were synthesized as per the re-
sulting alignments. Results of objective evaluation of the four
groups of cross-lingual adaptation experiments are presented in
Figure 1 and Table 2. These MCD measurements were calcu-
lated on the entire test data set of the five speakers respectively.
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Figure 1: Plot of MCD versus leaf node count during decision
tree construction (Crosses indicate minimums on the curves.
“TrnSpkr dev” refers to the development data of respective
training speakers. “ test” refers to test data. The six points
on the vertical axis in each sub-figure come from the baseline.)

TrnSpkr Data set ΔMCD Data set ΔMCD
MF2 dev 0.36 MF2 test 0.39

MF2 MMh test 0.20 MM3 test 0.14
MF7 test 0.16 MM6 test 0.05
MMh dev 0.29 MF2 test 0.21

MMh MMh test 0.26 MM3 test 0.14
MF7 test 0.16 MM6 test 0.06
MM3 dev 0.21 MF2 test 0.26

MM3 MMh test 0.16 MM3 test 0.21
MF7 test 0.13 MM6 test 0.02
MF7 dev 0.23 MF2 test 0.23

MF7 MMh test 0.17 MM3 test 0.11
MF7 test 0.25 MM6 test 0.09

Table 2: MCD reduction (ΔMCD) in dB due to the proposed
method, i.e., the difference of the leftmost and rightmost values
on each curve in Figure 1

It can be seen from Figure 1 that mapping rules optimized
on the development data of a single bilingual speaker consis-
tently provided improvement on his/her own test data. When
applying such mapping rules to other target speakers, it is ob-
served that the MCD curves of these target speakers still had
a nearly monotonically decreasing tendency. In other words,
speaker-dependently constructed mapping rules still maintained
a degree of speaker-independence. The exception was MM6,
who received the least MCD reduction among all the speakers.
This result may come from the fact that MM6 has the most pro-
nounced accent when speaking English, thus resulting in clus-
tered mapping rules that do not generalise to his speech.

4.4. Impact of phonological knowledge on mapping rules

A total of 2975 mapping rules were constructed, one for each of
the 2975 states in the Mandarin average voice model. Figure 2
shows how k varied under the data-driven use of phonological
constraints.
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Figure 2: Histogram of KLD rank (k) using the proposed ap-
proach

We observe two common traits in the four sub-figures of
Figure 2. Firstly, the bars corresponding to k=1 are significantly
taller than any others and tall bars concentrate in the range of
k<20. Thus, the minimum KLD criterion continues to play
a dominant role and KLD remains a good measure of phono-
logical similarity of context-dependent models from two differ-
ent languages. Secondly, a significant proportion (minimum of
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59.9%) of mapping rules changed under our proposed approach.
Thus, it is also evident that the minimum KLD criterion on its
own may not be sufficient, as suggested by our initial analysis.
It is also interesting to note from both Table 2 and Figure 2 that
our approach has the most impact on the truly bilingual speaker
MF2, in terms of the number of changed mapping rules, MCD
improvement and providing the best generalisation to the other
speakers (except MM6, as was discussed previously).

4.5. Questions used for root node splitting

One means to analyse the generalisation of the proposed ap-
proach is to consider the questions that have yielded the great-
est MCD improvement. We show in Table 3 the questions in
the root node of each decision tree (which also gave the greatest
MCD improvement) for each of the training speakers.

MF2 MMh MM3 MF7
2 L-nasal L-nasal L-nasal L-nasal
3 C-nasal C-nasal C-vowel C-nasal
4 C-nasal C-nasal C-affricate C-affricate
5 R-fricative C-affricate C-nasal C-affricate
6 L-silence L-plosive L-plosive L-silence

Table 3: Root node questions for emitting states at each of the
five positions (2∼6) in an HMM

It is interesting to see that most questions chosen by our
proposed method were shared across speakers. The occur-
rence confirms that phonological constraints played a remark-
ably speaker-independent role in optimizing mapping rule con-
struction.

4.6. Subjective evaluation

Subjective evaluation was performed in the form of AB and
ABX listening tests for naturalness and speaker similarity, re-
spectively. All of the speech samples were selected from the
experiment group corresponding to the top-left sub-figure in
Figure 1, since MF2 seems to provide the best generalisation
to other speakers. We synthesised five sentences from the 25
used in the objective evaluation for each of the five speakers
using the baseline and proposed approaches. Note that we used
unadapted duration from the English average voice models. The
evaluation comprised a total of 50 AB/ABX comparisons. Sub-
jective evaluation results are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Subjective evaluation results (Whiskers indicate 95%
confidence intervals.)

From informal listening, we noted that speaker similarity
was not greatly impacted by the proposed approach, but natural-
ness was marginally improved (speech was produced with less
‘muffled’ characteristics than the baseline). Our perception is
reflected in Figure 3. The lack of improvement in speaker simi-
larity may in part come from limitations of the global transform

that has been used in these experiments. A few speech samples
can be found at http://www.idiap.ch/~hliang/demos/IS2011/.

5. Conclusions
The effectiveness and generality across speakers of phonolog-
ical knowledge guided state mapping construction have been
demonstrated in this paper. Though the consequent improve-
ment that has been achieved so far is subtle, this method pro-
vides us with a promising future direction to improve cross-
lingual speaker adaptation. We expect that optimizing state
mapping rules on speech data of multiple bilingual speakers
would result in a more robust set of mapping rules. The ques-
tion set design is also worthy of further investigation. Lastly,
we plan to investigate applying this method to regression class
based adaptation.
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